
“Advice for Future Corpses, A Practical Perspective on Death and Dying” by Sally Tisdale

“Living Thoughtfully Dying Well” by Glen E. Miller MD (this book is in Trinity’s library)


Death Cafe https://deathcafe.com/

“The Five Invitations” by Frank Ostasek (this book is in Trinity’s library)

“A Beginner’s Guide to the End: Practical Advice for Living Life and Facing Death” by BJ Miller

“When Breath Becomes Air”: Paul Kalanithi (also in library)

From “Living Thoughtfully Dying Well” Objective: To assist you in articulating what you believe about how God is involved in your life and the lives of others https://heraldpress.com/study-guides/

From the magazine The Bitter Southerner: “Piecing Together the Green Burial Movement”

Green Burial Movement


Being Mortal by Atul Gwande, MD

The Death Deck